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 Despite how

obnoxious
unit owners
are the
courts will
not enjoin
them from occupying their
units, although they
will enjoy the
obnoxious
Behavior.
 Courts can-

not weigh the
credibility of
affidavits in
deciding motions for summary judgment. If an
affidavit
raises competing facts that
is enough to
defeat such a
motion and
require a
trial on the
merits.
THE INFORMASUMMARY IN NATURE, FOR
EDUCATIONAL
PURPOSES. IT IS
NOT INTENDED AS
SPECIFIC OR DETAILED LEGAL
ADVICE. ALWAYS
SEEK INDEPENDENT LEGAL COUNSEL FOR ADVICE
ON YOUR UNIQUE
SITUATION.
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The 2017 legislative session is half over and will
end, mercifully, on May 5,
2017. This year has been a consensus hands-down winner for
horrible initiatives in the area of
community association legislation. In the past two months we
have discussed a couple of the
proposals that have a serious chance of becoming law in Florida. One would require mandatory HOA reserves, and one could criminalize
the conduct of officers, directors, managers and
even attorneys working for community associations. The former bad idea tries to impose a
one-size fits all formula for reserve funding on
communities all of sizes, with all types of amenities, such that the reserve funding obligation
imposed by the statute could create onerous
funding obligations that could make the cost of
housing unattractive at least and prohibitive at
worst. The latter proposal would put an enormous sword in the hand of malcontents and
would discourage the volunteerism that is an
underpinning of community association operations. And the cost of errors and omissions insurance will likely go up and the coverage
would likely narrow.
Aside from these boners, there are others that
are waiting adoption. A rewrite of the estoppel
letter provision of Chapters 718, 719 and 720 in
SB 398 has been in the works for several years
and despite the lengthy lead time and efforts to
get it right, the current bills are simply harsh and
burdensome to associations while creating a
cash cow for management companies. Any
error in the letters will result in lost income to
the association and this year, the letters now
require that associations disclose all “rule” violations of which the owner has “notice,” as well as
the existence of rights of approval and first refusal. And despite the fact that another bill, SB
1682, would require all condominium associations having more than 500 units to maintain a
website, this estoppel bill (i.e. SB 398) would

require all associations— no matter their size—
to state on their websites the person or
entity and the mail or e-mail address to
which estoppel requests should be sent.
In other words, by implication SB 398
would require every community association in the state of Florida, regardless of
size to maintain a website, despite the
fact that the bill that that has as its purpose a
clamp down on perceived nefarious practices
only requires larger communities to have a
website.
There is also SB 318, a rewrite of MRTA, the
Marketable Record Title Act, found at Chapter
712, Fla. Stat. Some of the provisions in this
bill are also ill-conceived. While the intent of
the bill may be to address both mandatory and
voluntary homeowners associations, by using
overbroad definitions, like a virus it could
spread the concept of sunsetting covenants and
restrictions past homeowners associations and
into cooperative and condominiums where it
doesn’t along. Additionally, for some reason
the bill puts a burden upon the boards of HOAs
to file in the public records not less frequently
than every five years a statutory form that
states whether the Association wishes to extend their covenants of record. In the language
of the form is the following statement:
Indication as to whether the association desires
to preserve the covenants or restrictions affecting the community or association from extinguishment…
If the board indicates that the Association does
not desire to extend the covenants, does this
work a de facto dissolution? Unclear.
Yet the statute indicates the failure to record the
form does not alter the 30 year time period or
effect the validity of the covenants. One wonders, then, what exactly is the purpose of taking
this action if it has no effect at all? Huh?
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Community Counsel

RECENT CASE SUMMARIES
In Oriole Gardens Condominium Two Association, Inc., vs. Gonzalez, et al., County Court, 17th Judicial Circuit, in
and for Broward County, Case No.: 16-4022 COCE (Final Judgment in Favor of Plaintiff, July 5, 2016) Association
filed suit against Owners alleging Owners were causing a nuisance. Association alleged that Owners violated the
declaration by threatening and disturbing other unit owners in the community with aggressive behavior and threatening words and actions, including without limitation - hitting a stick against the ceiling of Owners’ unit; threatening Association’s employees with a knife; threatening to run over the property manager with a car; puncturing the tires of
another unit owner who annoyed Owners with noise; taking a pocket knife and removing the screen and opening the
window of a vacant unit and leaving the window open; repeatedly verbally threatening, abusing and harassing multiple other unit owners, to the point that one occupant sought a restraining order; and other conduct that resulted in the
arrest of one of the Owners. Association sought injunctive relief and an award of attorneys’ fees. The trial court enjoined and restrained Owners for as long as they held title to the unit against threatening behavior and other acts.
However, the trial court declined to enter an order enjoining Owners from occupying their unit. The trial court noted
that dispossessing Owners from their real property is disfavored in the law.

In McNabb vs. Bay Village Club Condominium Association, Inc., 42 Fla. L. Weekly D719b (Fla. 2d DCA, March
29, 2017) a Guest at the condominium slipped and fell on a foreign substance on condominium’s premises. Guest
alleged that Association owed him a duty to keep the premises safe, to keep the premises free from debris, and to
warn of any dangerous conditions. Guest testified that he slipped on what he assumed was hydraulic oil in the hallway outside the elevator on the ground floor of the building. Guest did not see the oil before he slipped, and he did
not know how long it had been on the floor. After he fell, he noticed oil seeping from under the door of the machine
room next to the elevator into the hallway. The oil had formed a puddle that was about four or five feet wide. Some
of the unit owners testified that they had seen oil in the hallway when they returned home a short while after the accident. They reported the oil to Association’s maintenance man. The maintenance man then called the elevator company and the elevator company sent out a technician a few hours later. The technician testified that there was oil
about a quarter of an inch deep in the machine room and some had leaked into the hallway to form a puddle. The
technician concluded that leaking Victaulic seal in a pipe in the machine room was the source of the oil. The technician calculated that the pipe was leaking oil at a rate of about one drip every two seconds. None of these witnesses
saw any footprints or marks in the oil which would indicate that it had been walked through. None of the professionals could determine when the leak started or how long it had been leaking or how long it would have taken for the
leak to get from its source out into the hallway. Three days prior to the accident the elevator had been inspected by
the elevator company and no leaks were observed. The trial court granted summary judgment in favor of Association, finding as a matter of law that Association did not have notice of the oil leak that allegedly caused the accident.
On appeal, Guest acknowledged that Association did not have actual notice of the oil leak. The only disputed issue
on appeal is whether Association had constructive knowledge of the oil leak. In opposition to Association’s motion
for summary final judgment, Guest submitted an affidavit of a professional engineer. Engineer reviewed the testimony of the witnesses, the technician, and Guest and theorized that based upon his professional experience, the
leak persisted anywhere from 4.5 days up to as much as 18 days. However, the engineer later changed his testimony and concluded that the oil was there for more than 24 hours. The trial judge determined that the engineer’s
testimony was “weak” and inconsistent. On appeal, the Second District Court of Appeal reversed the trial court. In
rejecting the engineer’s affidavit in opposition to Association’s motion for summary judgment, the trial judge weighed
the evidence and found that the engineer “lacked credibility and/or reliability.” The appellate court held that the trial
court should not have weighed the witnesses credibility and reliability in a hearing on the motion for summary judgment. The appellate court reversed the trial court on the finding that there were material issues of fact existing in the
record and the granting of summary judgment was improper.
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